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Incremental lessons in off-road education

Story and Photos by  
David G. Williams

SchooledGets

the

Knucklehead

trai ni ng       life lessons
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fa s t  fa c t s
tHIrD tIme WASN’t tHe cHArm

Don Hatton is a three-time Dakar  
competitor and owner/operator of  

off-road Skills canada motorcycle 
training centre. During his third attempt 
racing in the Dakar, he was run over by 
another race vehicle. He repaired his 

bike and made it another 18 hours before 
suffering a mechanical failure just 6 km 

from the end of the stage.
mIXeD or StrAIGHt UP

the term “whisky throttle” refers to  
inadvertently opening the throttle, 
resulting in rapid and uncontrolled 

forward motion. It usually occurs at 
precisely the wrong moment.
oNe oF tHe WorlD’S BeSt

chris Birch is among the top enduro  
riders in the world. His collection of 
seven podium finishes at red Bull  

romaniacs includes a first overall in 
2010. He’s also competed in the world’s 
biggest enduro races, such as erzberg 

rodeo, red Bull last man Standing, Hell’s 
Gate, ISDe, Wec and eec. He has also 

finished the Dakar rally, in 2012.
oN-roAD or oFF-roAD trAINING
Pacific riding School offers enduro 

riding courses as well as street riding and 
motorcycle maintenance courses.  

In addition to being one of only two 
BmW-certified instructors in British 

columbia, mark Kruger is also an  
eight-time Supersport champion  
and a canadian moto Gymkhana  

National champion.
ImProVe yoUr Street rIDING

off-road training will teach you better 
clutch and throttle control,  

it will improve your balance and  
confidence on a motorcycle, 

 and it will definitely make you a better 
rider on the road. 

H
atton told us to turn off 
our traction control and 
ABS. He wanted to get a 
sense of where students 
were in terms of their 
abilities.

We were to stand on our pegs and ride 
down a slightly damp grassy hill, make 
a U-turn and then ride back up a slightly 
damp grassy hill. I made it down all right 
and managed the turn, but halfway up the 
slightly damp grassy hill, the rear wheel 
started spinning up and the bike started 
fishtailing. Being 
the pro that I am, 
I sat down, and in 
doing so, applied an 
ample dose of whisky 
throttle. The mighty 
V-Strom 1000 threw 
me like a pissed-off 
bronco at the rodeo. 
I hit the ground and 
rolled back down the 
slightly damp grassy 
hill. The thought 
flashed through my 
mind that perhaps the 
mighty V-Strom would follow me down and 
try to crush me, but when I looked up, I saw 
that it lay exactly where I’d left it, silently 
mocking my ineptitude. I wasn’t even an 

hour into my two-day training.
As some of you may know, I prefer 

to do things the hard way. That is, I 
prepare not a jot; no sir – it ruins the 
experience. What’s more adventurous 
than not having a clue about what 
you’re doing? But my off-road riding 
had shown me that it’s easy to get into 
trouble out there with 275 kg of bike 
and gear – plus me – all trying to go in 
opposite directions, at times, on very 
loose surfaces. And here in British 
Columbia, there are bears and cougars 

out there. And 
I tire easily. 
So, I finally 
decided to 
forgo my usual 
ignorance 
and actually 
try to learn 
something 
about off-road 
riding.

the Backwoods

After some searching, 
I concluded that the 

cream of the crop were instructors who’ve 
been certified by BMW Motorrad in 
Germany. Now, Mojo’s own Clinton Smout 
is BMW-certified, and has a dandy school 

Getting stuck in the snow at Chris 
Birch’s intermediate and advanced 
riding school when it passed through 
Vancouver area. (left)
at Don hatton’s off-road Skills  
Canada on Vancouver Island.
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son, Kevin, checked in on me regularly by 
phone to make sure I was alive. They’re 
good people.

Survival

Day two of the program involves an all-day 
ride over a big mountain that’s far away, 
and which I would never have survived. 
However, over coffee that evening on his 
back porch, with a view of said mountain, 
I ask Hatton for a key take-away from the 
course. He tells me a story: “Let’s call this 
student ‘Doug.’ So Doug was coming down 
a gentle slope, at the bottom of which there 
was a sharp left. For some reason, as he 
neared the bottom before the turn, Doug 
applied a generous dose of whisky throttle 
and seemed to freeze, crashed through a 
wooden cattle gate, then into my parked 
1200GS. There were some resultant injuries 
to both bikes, but forever more, that gate is 
known as Doug’s Gate. Do not crash into 
it. The lesson here is that the clutch is your 
friend and it will take a lot of abuse. Use it 
to control your speed if things go side-
ways.” What should I have done to prevent 
my first big off? Pulled in my clutch.

Even with only a half day of training, I’d 
learned quite a bit, so once I could breathe 
again, I was determined to try again.

I heard that Chris Birch was putting on 
a one-day clinic north of Squamish and 
cleverly finagled the secret meeting location 
out of one of the attendees, who gave me 
GPS coordinates. When I arrived at the 
abandoned ski lift in the middle of nowhere, 
I was the only one there. It was quiet. Too 

quiet. I started thinking about all those bears 
and cougars. Then I heard it…

A horde of KTMs (and one big GS) 
came screaming and skittering into the 
dirt and gravel area. There were wheelies 
galore, and much jumping of bikes off high 
ledges, suspension bottoming, rooster tails, 
a couple of falls, and general horseplay 
and larking. This was not the Germanic 
discipline of Hatton’s school.

cream of the crop

Birch is a young New Zealander (by way of 
Australia). He’s eight-times New Zealand 
Enduro overall champion and three-time 
Roof of Africa winner, and has been on the 
podium seven times at Red Bull Romaniacs. 
Birch has ridden and raced in more than 30 
countries and has been in partnership with 
Red Bull and KTM since 2007. 

He’s putting on clinics across Canada, 
New Zealand and Australia, with support 
from KTM. Birch’s education is in 
mechanical engineering and he’s very 
interested in how and why things work. His 
understanding of how and why allows him 
to very effectively pass along knowledge to 
his students through coaching.

This is classed as a one-day clinic, and 
it’s for intermediate to advanced riders, and 
I can see why. Though he does some entry-
level clinics, this is not one of them. There 
are none of the basics covered in Hatton’s 
course, because everyone already knows 
that stuff. This is more hard-core, and they 
ride up a mountain on some single-track 
and through the snow line on this particular 

called Smart Riding Adventures over there 
in Ontario, but I’m over here in B.C., and 
never the twain shall meet, so I decided to 
look around here. I came up with a couple 
of names. Don Hatton [see a profile on 
Hatton in Sept/Oct 2015] runs a school on 
Vancouver Island called Off-Road Skills 
Canada that is serious backwoods off-road 
tough stuff that only the experienced and 
adventuresome young people would ever 
attempt – and me. But Hatton tailors the 
course to the most inexperienced rider in 
the group – like me. The rest of the group 
comes across as fairly experienced on their 
(mostly) big GSs. They talk of making plans 
to ride to Alaska or through South America. 
I’m unusually quiet.

It’s two days in the saddle, so we begin 
by practising proper stance (mine was not 
good), clutch and throttle control (mine 
was not good, as illustrated in the above 
anecdote), riding at a walking pace (I did 
it!), swaying slowly through cones using 
the pegs to steer, bumping through lumpy 
fields, and picking up your bike when the 
inevitable happens. Many of us fell, but it’s 
surprisingly easy to pick up a big bike once 
you know how.

Sadly, by lunch time my asthma was 
kicking up bloody murder due to the dust, 
rolling in grass and just everything possible 
that I am allergic to. And it was hot. My 
name is David G. Williams and I am not 
a He-Man. I had to bow out of the rest of 
the course and retire to my air-conditioned 
hotel room with ample doses of medicinal 
scotch and asthma inhalers. Hatton and his 
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wheelies are part of 
Birch’s coaching  

technique for get ting 
over logs
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summer day and do wheelies in the snow. 
Actually, wheelies are part of his coaching 
technique for getting over logs. From the 
look of these guys, they could jump some 
pretty big logs.

Birch’s top tips for off-roading are to 
have the right tires for the job, as that’s a 
huge part of safety. Also, and I hear this 
from all the instructors, get the right damn 
boots! Too many people try off-roading in 
street boots or workboots and suffer the 
injuries to prove it. And google the best 
riders and watch them frame by frame, as 
Birch used to on his old VHS player!

Then comes clutch and throttle control. 
Like Hatton, Birch tells an illustrative 
anecdote from a previous session: “I had 
one guy approach a small log, but he did 
it like it was a big log and slammed into 
it so hard that his legs were up over his 
handlebars. He gave it some whisky throttle 
as he came down and was dragged by the 
bike through a fence and into a ditch. He 
jumped his bike right off the property. Then 
he stands up and says, ‘I’m okay!’” It seems 
that whisky throttle is a common theme. 
Learning proper clutch and throttle control 
are paramount to off-road riding.

Back to Basics

Well, it was time for something a bit more 
… novice. Mark Kruger (or as he was 
referred to by the German instructors, 
“the Screaming Canadian”) of Pacific 
Riding School is another BMW-certified 
instructor, eight-time Supersport champ, 
mechanic, and operator of Pacific’s enduro 
course. They conduct their program at the 
Cloverdale Rodeo Grounds (largest rodeo 
in Canada, after Calgary – who knew?), not 
too far east of Vancouver. They also offer 
street training for which they provide the 
bikes and all riding gear.

The Pacific course is slightly different 
from Hatton’s in that Kruger does a 
Wednesday night of classroom training, 
then the following Sunday, it’s all seat 
time. The classroom portion involves 
theory, equipment, bike setup, dangers, 
injuries, etc. Sunday involves the same 
slow-speed skills as at Hatton’s: clutch and 
throttle control; steering with the foot pegs 
instead of the handlebars; bike control by 
riding with knees on the seat, or both feet 
to one side; “walking the plank,” which 
is riding along a nine-metre-long beam 
that’s 15 cm wide; walking the bike out of 

the bush; properly picking it up; braking; 
riding up and down dirt hills; and riding 
through a rut made of planks 20 cm apart. 
That’s followed by a supervised romp in 
the woods to finish off the day. For what’s 
billed as a novice-to-intermediate program, 
it’s quite comprehensive. None of his 
students talk of riding around the world – 
they just want to be competent off-road.

Kruger’s biggest issues are, again, 
proper boots and tires. The most important 
skills are learning to steer with foot pegs 
rather than handlebars, and proper clutch 
and throttle control. His mechanic, Ruth, 
sets up every student’s bike and airs down 
their tires at the start of the day, then preps 
them for the street at the end of the day.

Even as an eight-time Supersport champ, 
he confirms that it’s a difficult transition to 
go from a street rider to off-road, and that’s 
why there are schools to teach the skills. He 
provides a bonus for alumni: small groups 
are taken for an 80 km off-road ride north of 
Squamish with instructors along as guides 
and to offer coaching if asked.

top Priorities

Throughout this exploration, even the 
Knucklehead has learned that some 
quality instruction can make a significant 

improvement in one’s off-road skills, 
confidence and, most importantly, safety. 
There’s a huge difference in the skill set 
required to ride off-road if you’re a street 
rider (oh, I’ve got stories). You must learn 
to play the clutch like Stéphane Grappelli 
played the violin, and low-speed control and 
steering with the pegs is mandatory.

Don’t be shy about seeking training;  
the instructors I met are both easygoing 
and approachable, but have a real passion 
for what they are doing that clearly comes 
across during their programs. They may not 
take themselves too seriously, but they take 
the training and their responsibility to the 
students very seriously.

And if you can avoid the dreaded 
whisky throttle, you won’t have to 
worry about your bike rolling down a 
hill and trying to crush you – well, at 
least not as often.   

Learning some basic off-road balance and hill 
climbing techniques at Pacific Riding School.
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